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Freshman enrollment expected to increase
By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The number of freshmen
enrolled at San Jose State
University has dropped in the
years since the last peak period
in the late ’80s, but the years
ahead will bring younger faces
to campus, based on high

school graduation figures from
the California State Department
of Finance.
The figures show that Santa
Clara County had 14,168 high
school graduates in 1987. In
1992, the last year for available
data, the number was 12,217,
which affected the flow of
money budgeted toward the

university’s general fund and
forced cutbacks in campus services.
According to Jack Williams,
director of the Institutional
Research Center at SJSU, the
university receives the majority
of freshman applications from a
six-county pool: Santa Clara,
Santa Cruz, Monterey, San

Apathy afflicts
student voters

Benito, Alameda and San Mateo
counties.
Out of 5,210 applications
received for the Fall 1993 semester, only 1,422, or 27.3 percent,
of the applicants actually
enrolled in classes. But Williams
said this application/enrollment
discrepancy is to be expected
because high school graduates

may apply at more than one
campus. He noted other reasons
as well.
"It may be a combination of
factors," he said. "There are
more choices (for applicants),
and a message was sent from
the closed semester (freshman
applicants were not accepted in
Spring 1992). We are a down-
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By A.J. Nomai
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

Veronica Saldana, a San Jose
State University junior hospitality
management major, isn’t registered to vote.
It’s not because she doesn’t
want to register she thinks votiqg is important. Saldana can’t
register because she is not a U.S.
citizen. But her message to young
people who do not vote is clear.
"It’s important to vote because
there are some important issues
that could be decided by just one
vote or a few votes," she said.
Young voters, particularly 18to 24-year-olds, are generally

called apathetic when their voting habits are analyzed. But if you
talk to political science professors, there’s more to it than simple apathy.
"There are (a number) of reasons why younger voters don’t
vote," political science Professor
Larry Gerston said.
In 1992, 52.5 percent of 18- to
24-year-olds were registered voters. In the 1992 presidential election. 42 percent of them voted, up
from 36 percent in the 1988 presidential election.
Political science Professor
Terry Christensen said one reaSee Vote, page 6

By Tim Schwalbach
Spartan Daily Stall Vvnter

Amy Tan speaks
at Civic Auditorium
Author highlights her history before fame
By Stacey Hewitt
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Amy Tan, best-selling author
and San Jose State University
alumna, came back to her old
stomping grounds to speak to an
audience of SJSU students and
fans Wednesday night.
Dwarfed by the huge podium,
the petite novelist spoke to a
large audience at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium on a variety of
subjects ranging from literature
to Cliff’s Notes. Her speech,
which the audience reacted to
with laughter and applause, was
punctuated with wit, humor and
colorful descriptions.

Tan’s soothing voice seemed to
float through the crowd as she
spoke of her life and her love of
writing.
"I write for myself," she said. "I
write because I enjoy stories and
make-believe. I write about questions that disturb me. I write
because if I didn’t, I’d go crazy."
Tan was born in Oakland in
1952. Her father, educated in
Beijing, worked for the United
States Information Service in
China and immigrated to America
In 1947. Her mother came to the
United States in 1949, shortly
See Author, page 6
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Bert Wilson of the Bert Wilson and Bob
Myer Band performed Thursday in the
Student Union Amphitheater The duo.

:
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which has been together for 20 years, will
perform at the Laney College jazz debut
-, series in Oaklandi

Honor society members
contribute to community

Healthy signs

SJSU chapter one of 20 to earn highest honor
By Matthew Tom
Spartan

JERFAIY Hi KANSPARIAN llsii

Elodio Alonso, Ana Lilia Alonso (front),
Maria Gomez and Maria Cruz Carillo attend
a speech by Kathleen Kelly, Kathleen
Brown’s niece, during a rally for local health

town university and freshmen
prefer a less urban atmosphere."
But this trend is expected to
change. Williams believes the
predicted rise in enrollment into
the next century will have a
beneficial effect on campus. For
one thing, he said, the demoSee Enrollment. page 3

care workers Thursday. The rally was
attended by health care workers protesting Proposition 187, which would eliminate
services to illegal immigrants.

Daily Stall Writer

Members of the Golden Key
National Honor Society not only get
good grades, but participate in community events such as the AIDS Walk
in downtown San Jose on Oct 16.
The Golden Key National Honor
Society is a nonprofit, academic honors organization which tries to promote community awareness to its
members.
"We’re looking for well-rounded,
outgoing people who want to help
others and the community," said
Regina Vedros, treasurer for the SJSU
Chapter of the Golden Key National
Honor Society.
In recognition of their community

efforts, the SJSU Chapter of the
Golden Key Society was awarded the
Key Chapter Award at their national
convention in San Francisco Aug. 12.
"The convention was not only an
opportunity to improve our business
skills, but it also gave us a chance to
hear what other (nationwide) chapters members have done to improve
their communities," Veclros said.
Of the 215 chapters of the Golden
Key Society, which span across the
United States, Puerto Rico and
Australia, SJSU was one of 20 schools
awarded with the Key Chapter Award
for its excellence in campus and community service.
"We try to emphasize membership
Involvement in the community and in
See Award, page 6

Dr. William Edwards Deming, the
pioneer of the total quality management philosophy, died in 1993,
but his theories continue in a program at San Jose State University.
Total Quality Management is a
certificate program developed in
Fall 1992 in response to the needs
of Bay Area industrial and business communities.
Its mission is to provide the
highest
quality
information,
instruction and training in TQM
methods and applications. The
program focuses on the tools necessary for implementation. It provides hands-on assistance in the
incorporation of these tools and
concepts into their organization.
Courses broadcast live via
microwave signals to receiving
sites in industries and community
colleges from SJSU’s Television
Education Network studies, located in the Instructional Resourc(.
Center.
"In September 1992 we had five
classes on-line, by the end of that
semester the whole program
exploded. We now have 24 courses," TQM Associate Director Dr.
Elizabeth Perrin said.
TQM started with 38 registered
students in the first-core course. It
has expanded to more than 700
people this semester.
it has been an exciting and
totally rewarding professional
experience for all of us involved,"
Perrin said.
Jeff Elliot, TQM instructor and
full-time Lockheed employee.
views TQM as applied philosophy.
"To be a good utilizer of tools
and a good consumer of methods
you have to understand the philos.)phy," Elliot said.
Deming’s teaching of quality
improvement and control have
ontributed to the development of
productive worldwide companies.
Deming even rebuilt Japan’s economy after World War II.
TQM students include: executives, managers, technical specialists and employers. SJSU professors occasionally take part in TQM
as well.
Dr. Mohammed Qayoumi. associate vice president of facilities,
development and operations.
enrolled himself and his entire
department of supervisors, managers and workers in TQM.
"It was very positive and gave
the department new tools and
techniques. It was very effective
and good development," Qayourni
said. "It opened up people on new
management techniques, concepts
of partnering and system think.
See Quality, page 6
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Curfews deserve our support
The city of San Jose has made
the right decision in passing the
teen curfew law. Statistics show
crime has decreased since the
teen curfew has gone into effect.
The city observed the crime
rate of teens and noticed those
times when crimes were occurring. This prompted city officials to set a plan in motion
requiring teens to be off the
streets by certain times.
Violent crime in San Jose has
decreased 16 percent overall
since the curfew started,
according to Lou Cobarruviaz,
San Jose police chief.
Statistics show that during
the hours of I lp.m. to 6 a.m.
(between
August
7
and
September 10) violent crime
decreased 11 percent from the
same time last year.
It is about time the government stepped in and enforced
curfews for teens. A curfew for
teens should have been established years ago.
The American Civil Liberty
Union challenges teen curfews
nationwide. They obviously do

not see a problem with teens
age 16 and younger out on the
streets late at night.
Teens have no business being
out on the streets that late.
There are no malls open past 9
p.m. and movie theaters close
around midnight.
The only places these teens
can be are places where they
don’t belong.
According to statistics, violators of the curfew law are as
young as 9 years old. There is
no excuse for 9 year olds being
out on the street late at night.
Where are their parents?
Where are the priorities with
crime and safety in this country
if the government must be a
child’s disciplinarian and a parent’s role model?
The curfew will force parents
to be involved in their child’s
life. While many critics complain that government intervention is getting out of hand, government regulation is necessary
to protect society if parents
aren’t taking action.
Society should not suffer

because unsupervised teens get
thrills from harassing innocents.
The curfew law will rightfully
involve parents.
Teens picked up by police
officers are taken to curfew stations set up by the city. Parents
then have to show up to the station to bail their teens out.
Hopefully, curfews will make
parents open their eyes and
keep track of their children if
only for the costs of time and
embarrassment. So far, only six
violators of the curfew law have
been repeat offenders.
Keeping teens off the street
late at night decreases not only
violent crimes, but also criminal
acts such as vandalism and tagging.
Statistics show gang activity
has also decreased since the
curfew law has been put into
effect.
If curfews decrease crime,
let’s support San Jose in continuing the law.

Writer’s Forum

Children are blessed
with mixed heritage

Lana M. Jang
staff reporter

There is a quizzical expression on the faces of blemished again because I am Chinese.
I have learned that the combination of my two
those who meet me, especially those of Asian
cultures is not mixed up or "blemished," it’s who
descent.
They turn away for a minute then glance back I am.
for a closer look.
I am proud of being Chinese, and I try to follow
"Hey, are you part Asian?" they finally blurt out, the traditions I learned as a child.
a question that’s probably been on their mind
My family grieves death in traditional Chinese
fashion. We don’t visit anyone’s home outside of
since they met me.
"Why, yes I am," I reply." I’m half Chinese and our family, so we don’t bring our bad luck to othhalf European."
ers. I plan to raise my children with other super"Oh. I knew it! There’s something about your stitions and traditions.
I am also proud of my mother’s heritage. She is
face." is the response.
"Uh. thanks. I think."
only half Polish. Her mother’s family
is related to the first Dutch that
The Chinese doctor who delivin
the
U.S.
ered me 21 years ago called me
landed
So what if I was And I think you know my great,
"chop suey," American made but
great
grand-uncle,
of Chinese descent.
great,
called "Chop
Again. I say." Uh, thanks, I
President Ulysses S. Grant.
think."
Suey" the minute I am what folks call Eurasian.
If it weren’t for my eyes and my
I am not alone. If anything I’m part
I was born
of a majority of people with mixed
round face. I would be "white."
Those features are my father’s
chop suey is a ethnicity.
features, who is a native of Macao,
Those mixtures include Creole,
damn good food Chicano and people with mixed
China.
European descent. All these mixThe rest of my features come
from my mother’s strong Polish genes the
tures have parents or descendants who decided
auburn hair, light complexion and thick bones.
they liked each other regardless of their different
So here I am, all mixed up, a product of the cultures.
melting pot we call United States of America.
My mom and dad, much to the surprise of their
The ethnicity question on every survey was an families, eloped in the ’60s during a time when
inner battle because they wanted me to always people didn’t marry outside their race. They got
pick just one.
their share of looks from people around them.
Chinese? White? Other?
Nevertheless, they adapted to each other’s culWhy do they always have to put the difficult tures and they raised their children with a mixquestions in the beginning of those surveys?
ture of both cultures.
I only recently saw the benefits of my split ethI learned to scramble my eggs with chopsticks,
nicity.
but I still can’t shovel rice into my mouth with the
Before I just felt split.
super speed of my father.
I felt I could never be a part of my Chinese culSo what ill was called "chop suey" the minute I
ture, I felt I was blemished because I was part was born chop suey is a damn good food.
"white."
I got the same feeling with my Caucasian side,
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Jails won’t end
juvenile crime
In 1992, the FBI Uniform Crime Reports stated
that out of all the arrests made for violent crimes,
18 percent involved juveniles. The charges
ranged from 3,300 for murder to 6,300 for forcible
rape and 74,400 for aggravated assault.
The rising crime rate committed by juveniles is
creating an impact on all sectors of society. In
response, legislators across the country are
enacting new laws lowering the age juveniles can
be charged as adults.
Even Gov. Pete Wilson signed a new crime bill
into law on September 9 which sentences adolescent killers as young as 14 years old to life in
prison.
This year, the Illinois assembly approved a law
that would allow the names of convicted criminals under the age of 1710 be published.
Public opinion is rapidly shifting toward
stricter punishment of juveniles. The situation
has also raised questions about the effectiveness
of the juvenile court system.
No one disputes the seriousness of the issue.
Conflict arises when deciding how to deal with
the problem.
It is easy to blame family and school institutions for failing to build strong character in children.
Critics say teaching children discipline,
responsibility, respect and frugality early could
have saved many kids from falling through the
cracks.
Although the observation has some validity, it
is important to realize that neither the children of

tall venter

today nor the institutions are the same as they
were in the past.
With both parents working and schools illequipped to deal with childrens’ complex problems, peer pressure and gangs become alternative sources of learning.
Sending young criminals to juvenile training
schools and giving them long term prison sentences may sound like acceptable solutions at
the time. However, it is important to look at the
whole picture.
Take into consideration the costs and benefits
of the actions and the long term consequences.
Resources have to be available to build more jails
and keep these young criminals locked up.
Studies have shown that it costs $ 4,50010 keep a
young offender behind bars for just one month.
The juvenile court system suffers too from the
lack of resources to accommodate young criminals. For example, four years ago California had
6,351 juveniles in detention despite the total
detention capacity for 6,240 individuals.
In addition, keeping juveniles in jail without
any programs available to change their characters or attitudes will have a counter-productive
result by the time they are released.
In jail, these young criminals will be exposed to
the behavior of hard-core criminals.
There is no easy or single solution to this problem. If we are truly serious about this issue, a
long term commitment of investing time and
money in children, including community involvement, is needed.

Letter to the Editor

Democrats’ conduct far from exemplary
Dear Editor:
Marian Smith’s October 3 letter "Republican Conduct Rude,
described
Embarrassing,"
Republican attendees of the
Kathleen Brown rally as "rude,"
"archaic" and
"tasteless,"
"closed minded."
There were several instances
of rude behavior on behalf of
Brown supporters. Before the
rally began, one Brown supporter, who was registering voters,
heckled and chastised the
College Republicans at their
table, degrading them at a decibel that would put a rock concert to shame.
When I tried to engage this
person in a mild debate of
opposing ideologies, he vociferously refused to even acknowledge my viewpoints or beliefs,
shouting his viewpoints in a
vocal tirade.

When an African-American
student who was standing next
to me shouted his support for
Pete Wilson, this same person
condemned the student as "a
traitor to his race" for abandoning the Democratic party.
Where is it written that the
African-American community
must goose step to the policies
of the Democratic party?
Many members of the College
Republicans were blocked from
accessing the lower levels of
the rally by Brown supporters,
many of whom merely wished
to display their placards in a
show of free speech.
Those who were able to work
their way to the lower levels
with their placards were
swarmed by Brown supporters
who attempted to drown out
the lone opposing placard.
The worst example of rude
behavior came when Brown

supporters accused the College
Republicans of making an
anti-gay comment
that such
a viewpoint is exemplary of all
Republicans. (Those who made
the comment failed to come forward when asked.)
I have cited instances of intolerance, false accusations and
racial slander by Brown supporters
members of a party
who claim to oppose such practices.
Such behavior and actions
serve to discredit an agenda for
open-mindedness and tolerance
for all people, not just the political left. Archaic does not
describe the Republicans:
instead, it represents the left’s
failing ideology.
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Tan visits local bookstore

Sparta Guide

’The Joy Luck Club’ author signs autographs for hundreds of customers
This article originally appeared in the ()(
6 edition of the Spartan Daily. Because of
an editor’s error the story did not appear
in its entirety

SJSU’S WEEKLY CALENDAR

tedlax

San Jose State Folk Dance Club

International Folk Dance Cla.ss,
8-9 p.m., SPX 089. Call Mildred,
293,1302 or Ed, 287-6369.

Alcoholics Anonymous

12 x 12 Study Meeting, Noon, ADM
269. Call Marlene, (415) 961-73811

By Michelle Maitre
Spartan Dally Staff Writer

Almost 200 people mobbed Willow
Glen’s Hicklebee’s Children’s Books
Wednesday for a book signing by best
selling author Amy Tan.
Tan, author of "The Joy Luck Club" and
an SJSU alumna, was at the bookstore
signing copies of her latest children’s
book, "The Chinese Siamese Cat."
"This is a crowd that’s typical for a
very popular author," Hicklebee’s coowner Valerie Leis said of the people
crammed shoulder to shoulder in the
store on Lincoln Avenue.
The bookstore assigned numbers to
each patron to expedite the signing
process. By 5 p.m., 131 numbers had
been assigned and the bookstore was not
giving out more for fear that Tan, who
would sign up to three books per person,
would not have time to sign everyone’s
books.
"I’m disappointed and angry," said
SJSU liberal studies senior Arlette
Munoz, who showed up to get her copies

SJSU Theatre Arts

American Conference
for Irish Studies

New Visions Playhouse, 1 p.m.,
University Theatre. Call 924-4555.

Western Regional Conference, 530
.1.32/11:800WSH 105 & 207. Call James,

sahmlay

Chinese Campus Fellowship

American Conference
For Irish Studies

Picnic, 2-2:30 p.m., JWH. Call Joe,
286-9529.

Western Regional Conference,
5:30 p.m., WSH 105& 207 Call James,
924-5300.

Chinese Student Union

The Original Dania, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.,
San Francisco Fashion Center Call
924-8936.

College of Engineering

Open House, 9 am.-1 p.m., ENG. Call
924-3800.

Muslim Student Association

SJSU Ice Hockey

Junaa-Prayer, 1-1:30 p.m., HGH 221.
Call Nedeem, 985-7715.

SJSU vs. UCLA, 8 p.m., Ice Centre of
San Jose (10th & Alma Streets). Call
Brent, 924-8928.

M.E.ChA.

General Body Meeting, 2 p.m.,
Chicano Library Resource Center in
WLN. Call Ernesto, 258-9385.

SJSU Theatre Arts

New Visions Playhouse, 1 p.m.,
University Theatre. Call 924-4555.

Radion Aztlan

Chicano Broadcast,
7 p.m.-Midnight, 90.7 FM, KSJS.

sunday

Department of Recreation
& Leisure Studies

American Conference
for Irish Studies

SJSU Ice Hockey

Sunday Mass, 6 p.m., Campus
interfaith Center and 8 p.m., St.
Joseph Cathedral. Call Fr. Mark,
298-0204.

SJSU Fencing Club

Mountaineers of SJSU

Mountain Biking, 7:30am, Main Sreet
& Highway 17 in Los Gatos. Call John,
292-3478.

Meeting & Practice, 530-8 p.m., SPX
089. Call John, 280-6019.

Sparta Guide is heel!, and available to students, faculty & staff associations. Deadline is 5pm two days
before publication. Forms available at DBH 209. Entries may be edited to allow for space restrictions.

Enrollment
From page 1
graphic makeup of students will be
younger.
Williams said the average SJSU
student is older than 25, probably
married, with children. These students commute to campus, and are
less likely to be involved in campus
activities, he said.
"The good part is that clubs and
on-campus activities will improve,"
he said.
Student Health Services will benefit because younger students will
buy insurance coverage here,
Williams said. But he also believes
the university will have to improve
its services and make teaching
methods more efficient, using television, lessons by computer, larger
classes, less-tenured faculty and
more classes taught as labs.
"One of the advantages of downsizing is we are a lot more productive than 10 years ago," he said.
"We are less wasteful because we
pay more attention."

"There’s not enough resources to
support the (anticipated) demand,"
he said. "We are getting less money
from the state per student."
One area that may be negatively
impacted is student housing.
According to Dr. Dean M. Batt, vice
president for student affairs, the
brick residence halls are currently
80 percent full, which allows for
some enrollment increases.
If campus student housing
becomes full, Batt said SJSU
has services to help students
find off-campus housing. Beyond
that, future plans will be to
"take one of the (residence) buildings off-line, tear it down, and
cut off applications to live there,"
Batt said, who added that this
plan is not scheduled in the near
future.
"Until we start to grow, we
don’t have the demand to warrant
the construction of new residence
halls for the next four to five years,"
Batt said.

Woman police
chief accused
of harassment
BERKELEY (AP) - The
University of California police
chief has been hit with $3 million sexual harassment lawsuit
from a former employee, whose
racial discrimination case
against the chief was rejected
earlier.
Chief Victoria Harrison said
Wednesday that the allegations
In Lillian Coker’s sexual harassment lawsuit were "a vicious
lie."
"I was shocked by the news
that the suit had been filed,"
Harrison said. "I have no
Idea where this is coming
from."
Coker contends Harrison
made sexual advances toward
her, ridiculed her Peruvian
accent, stared at her breasts
and stood close to her.
The lawsuit, filed In Alameda
County Superior Court, also
alleged Harrlson’s secretary,
Tressie May, once said, "I feel
like poking your eye out" when
she grabbed a pencil from
Coker’s hand.
t.

Arlene Munoz
liberal studies maitre

era," said Esther Gamberutti. Gamberutti,
who has not read any of Tan’s bestsellers
but saw the movie "The Joy Luck Club,"
said she read about Tan’s visit in the
newspaper and decided to buy the book
and get it signed for granddaughter
Jordan Carmack.
When asked if she was excited about
getting her book signed, 5-year old
Jordan said, "Uh-huh, because it’s an
interesting book."
Jordan said her favorite part of the
book was when the kitten hero of the
book "jumped into a pot of Chinese ink
and rubs his nose on the paper because

=

FARMER JONES

USED TIRES

This article originally up
peared in the Oct. 6 edition of
the Spartan Daily. Because of
an editor’s error, the story did
not appear in its entirety.

Catholic Campus Ministry

SJSU vs. UOP, 8 p.m., ice Centre of
San Jose (10th & Alma Streets). Call
Brent, 9248928.

I’m disappointed and
angry. I think they expected less people.’

the king makes bad rules and makes the
rules into little kinds of happiness."
Other Tan fans at the signing were not
as coherent about "The Chinese Siamese
Cat."
"I’ve never read this," said Maria
Lacorte, a sophomore political science
major at Santa Clara University "I’m here
because I like Amy Tan."
"My wife read her (Tan’s) last couple of
books," said SJSU alumnus Ron Bennett,
who brought his 1 -year-old daughter,
Elle, to the signing. "It’s her (Elle’s) birthday today, so I thought I’d buy her a book
and get it autographed."
Lewis said it was impossible to estimate how much money the bookstore
would make from the sales that accompanied the signing. Besides "The Chinese
Siamese Cat," another children’s book by
Tan, "The Moon Lady," was on sale. Each
book cost $16.95, and Lewis said most
people bought each book.
Kathy Anderson, an SJSU graduate student in library science, arrived too late
to get a number. She waited almost an
hour to see if she could get her book
signed anyway.
"It was worth it. I really admire (Tan’s)
work," she said.

Forche to speak at SJSU

Western Regional Conference, 5:30
p.m., WSH 105 & 207. Call James,
924-53(X).

Meet the "Heavenly" Bodies-Record
Release Reception, 1:45-2:45 p.m.,
Art Quad. Call Tere, 993-1534.

()I "The joy Luck Club" and "The Kit( lien
God’s Wife" signed. it just seems like it’s
disorganized. 1 think they expected less
people."
Most people did not seem to mind
braving the crowds for Tan’s autograph,
however.
"( /ur only regret is not bringing a cam -

Yale set les of Younger Poets a permanent member of the
’TIRES $9.95 & UP
1775 S. Rrst St..San Jose
Award for her first collection writing faculty at George
Phone 293-7612
of poems, "Gathering of the Mason University in Virginia.
en 7 s 10arn n
Tribes." In 1977, Forche trav- She is also a member of the
eled to El Salvador where she Commission on U.S.-Central
Diamond
was a freelance writer and American Relations.
By Lana M. Jang
became a human rights
"The Poets in Residence
Spartan Daily Stall Writer
activist.
Series creates an opportunity
Source
Carolyn Forche, award-winHer experiences there led for everyone to meet profesLEL%
Liaat LJaulx Bowl
ning poet, journalist and pro- to "The Country Between sionals with established voists
63%
$7202
vs
GIA
136
E
61%
$5846
fessor returned to San Jose Us," a second collection of careers who are respected all 1.31 H vs. GIA
63%
$5300
H
vs.
GIA
State University to read from poetry chosen as the Lamont over the country," Soldofsky 123
631,
$S135
100
E
vs
GIA
63%
her new book-length poem, Selection of the Academy of said.
$4250
vs.
GIA
1.03
H
55%
079
E
GIA
txts7
"The Angel of History" American Poets.
The series is made possi- 0.67 F vs
59%
GIA
$2632
vs
Thursday. in the Music
She has traveled all over ble by grants from the San 0.64 G vs GIA
64%
$1804
Concert Hall.
the world, residing in Paris, Jose Arts Commission, the
LARGE SELECTION OF 14K& 18K
GOLD 8 PLATINIUM RINGS
As part of the Poets in Beirut and South Africa. She Arts Council of Santa Clara
wows vo. mai., rho inrsagera e00,00
Residence Series, Forche will has taught at universities County, the California Arts
Klaavs_same as cash 0.A.0
be circulating within the such as Columbia University, Council and the Patrons of
Call for Appt.-(409) 354-5959
SJSU community, starting Vassar
College,
the the Institute for Arts and
324 N. Santa Cruz Avenue
with the free readings from University of Arkansas and is Letters.
Los Gatos, 2 Blks off Freeway
her poem Thursday and - today’s informal seminar
in
p.m.
at
12:30
SHARON
SYLVESTER
Washington Square Hall
room 109.
"Carolyn Forche is one
of the nation’s most
important contemporary
poets. Her new work
addresses the moral disasters of the 20th century; war, genocide, the
THE GOVERNMENT
Holocaust and the atomTAUGHT HIM TO KILL,
ic bomb," said Adam
Soldofsky, English proNOW, HE’S USING
fessor and director of
the Center for Literary
HIS SKILLS TO HELP
Arts.
ONE WOMAN SEEK
Soldofsky, who is also
a close friend of Forche,
REVENGE AGAINST
invited her back for the
third time to SJSU for the
THE MIAMI UNDERWORLD.
Poets
in
Residence
Series.
Forche won the 1975

STONE
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The world’s largest student and youth travel organization.
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SPECIALIST
WARNER BROS PRESENTS
A JERRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION A non By LUIS LLOSA SYLVESTER STALLONE SHARON STONE
JAMES WOODS "THE SPECIALIST" WITH ROD STEIGER AND ERIC ROBERTS
J LOUIS
JEFFREY L.KIMBALL, A SC ‘JOHN BARRY
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Getting into their

Shoes

Photos and lex,
By Andy Bar rot)
Imaple being btindtoldeo
and playing a game of baseballStrike worse yet.
imagine being blindloided and
having your arms tied to you’
body in a swimming pool.
This is how an adapted physical education major comes to
better underdtand the recreational life of people who are
physically challenged.
Human performance with a
concentration in adapted physical education majors first learn
the basics of various disabilities
Students go on to learn about
different activities and how they
have been developed to meet
the needs of a person with disabilities, as well as how to adapt
existing sports to involve people with disabilities.
Wendy Kohler, adapted physical education major, said that
the program gives the disabled
equal opportunity to all sports.
"You need a lot of patience
and creativity," Kohler said. if
you can be creative you can
open the door for the disabled."
Students in the major learn

sports hoc used on specific cus
abilities, such as beep baseball
or goalball for trie visually
impaired: or wheelchair tennis
pickleball. a lead-up sport to
tennis for motor disabilities.
In sports for the visually
impaired, the adapted physical
education majors are blindfolded.
For aquatic sports, the students’ legs are bound together
or their arms are tied to their
body enabling them to gain a
better understanding of what it
is like to be disabled.
Beep baseball is a game
where the player listens to a
beeping SOUI1(1 iocated at each
of two bases alto at a home
plate. The ball used in beep
baseball also has a different
beep from the one on the bases.
The pitcher is a sighted player.
Another sport is goalball.
According to the International
Blind Sports Association, goalball was invented in 1946 to
help in the rehabilitation of
blinded war veterans It was
introduced at the paralyniipics
in Toronto, Canada in 1976. The

tirst
i,.1111pionstiips welthell iii llS 111 Austria
At.cording to die International
Blind Sports Association goalball rule, the sport is played on
a gymnasium floor with three
players on each of the two
teams. Goals are place on each
side of the court. The ball
resembles a basketball with
bells inside.
The object of the game is to
roll the ball across the opponent’s goal while the other team
attempts to prevent this from
happening by listening for the
ball and grabbing it.
Adapted physical education
majors also learn to assess
someinie with a disability. They
assess the person’s disabilities
and determine their limitations
to build upon their abilities.
"The empathy as well as the
knowledge that is developed is
great,"
said
Dr.
Nancy
Megginson, instructor in the
adaptive physical education
program.
The students in the major are
required to do an internship.
Kohler said there are many jobs in

this field especially in high schoirls.
"Many people are starting to
know that you can put children
in a normal setting," Kohler
said.
Richard
student
SJSU
Patterson is majoring in adapteducation.
physical
ed
Patterson is a quadriplegic who
said he became involved in the
program because of his own
rehabilitation experience.
"I can give of my own person-

said,
al
experience,"
he
"because I have a disability I am
able to relate to them."
Megginson said the students
that come here (to the adapted
program)
are
wonderful,
because there is an underlying
sensitivity and academic orientation toward wanting to know
what they can learn to help people who have disabilities lead a
more complete life.
"If they get something out of it,

joy or whatever, it’s worth it."
Patterson said, "It’s a hard
demanding job."

Speedy Research
Report. S600 pier pope
Over 50.000 topics I dipping*.
lAeledele for routers/1 melodrama 000 00101
6546 Hollywood Blvd. 2nd fluor Flrn. 209
Los Angeles, CA 90026
Hours: Mon- Fri 10:30am-6 pm Sal 11 00,-4 pt,
Custorri Research aveilable Visa/MC/Arnex/Fas
CFO Todery, I IWO 356 4001

Adapted physical education majors participate
in a game of goalball, a
game designed for the
visually impaired
Above: Stephanie
Mendoza prepares to
throw the goalball to her
opponents. Right:Pat
Principi and Tom Kakert
listen to the goalball and
try to stop it from crossing their goal.

Comic Collector Shop

Ralston hopes Kaufman doesn’t run wild
By Jim seimas
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Washington’s
Napoleon
Kaufman has run through the
toughest defensive lines in the
nation.
Now he has to run into SJSU
football coach John Ralston’s prediction at Husky Stadium at 12:30
p.m. on Saturday.
Ralston said Kaufman will be
contained to numbers lower than
the ones he produced in his previous showing against the Spartans
(20 carries for 118 yards, two
touchdowns).
1 think we can hold him under
that. I have faith in our team,"

Ralston said.
Kaufman, a Heisman Trophy
candidate for the Huskies (No. 12
in the nation), is second in the
nation in rushing with 670 yards
in four games.
"He’s going to get yardage.
What you’re trying to do is contain the amount of yardage. No
one is going to shut Napoleon
Kaufman out," Ralston said. "If
there’s a better runner in the
nation, I haven’t seen him "
Spartans linebacker David
Elzey is not intimidated by
Kaufman.
"He puts his pants on one leg at

a time, just like everybody else.
Granted he’s a good running back,
but he’s not Superman," Elzey
said.
However, for the Huskies, their
star running back is Superman.
"Teams are going to have to
worry about Napoleon a lot, with
his skill level." said Washington
Coach Jim Lambright. "And we’re
blessed with two tight ends."
Heading up to Washington, the
Spartans (1-4 overall, 1-0 in Big
West Conference) are coming off a
55-0 humiliation to California.
Although SJSU has also suffered
lopsided losses to Fresno State,

Baylor, and Stanford, Ralston is
hoping his team uses it as learning experience.
"You don’t have to tell them
they got the devil thrashed out of
them. They already know that. It’s
what did you learn?’ " Ralston
said.
Washington (3-1, 1-1 in the Pac10) crushed UCLA 37-10 last weekend, and has also soundly defeated Ohio State, and Miami
"It’s going to be our toughest
game so far," said SJSU right
guard Chris Hill. "The whole season will pay off come conference
time."

(408)287-2254
73 F. San Fernando
Between 2nd & 3rci

COSTUMES FOR

HALLOWEEN
ell
Star Trek,
Baby Bob, Dosney,Batman,
Cahvoman, Alladin, Marvel Comics,
Jurassic Park and 1000’s of others
Large Selection in Stock Costumes,
wigs, make-up and hats tool
Haunted House Supplies

FUN HOUSE
1512

Sotaloga -Sunrir/0141 Rd Son Joss

(408) 446- I 755
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WORLD EVENTS

San Jose State University

Clues unfolding in Switzerland deaths
CHEIRY, Switzerland (AP) One cult member wrote her
family that she had come to
Switzerland to die, and another
said the cult was "leaving this
earth" to escape "the hypocrisies
and oppression of this world."
Investigators struggled Thursday to explain the mass deaths
of 48 followers of the mysterious
Order of the Solar Tradition,
amid revelations that some victims had been injected with a
powerful drug and the discovery
of more bodies at a house in
Canada owned by cult leader
Luc Jouret. Officials do not know
if Jouret is dead or alive.
Investigations suggest that
some of the cult members committed suicide, while others
were murdered.
Police detained several past

and present members of the
cult for questioning Thursday
and launched an international
search for Jouret.
Autopsies showed at least
some of the 23 victims found
Wednesday in a burning hillside
farmhouse in Cheiry had been
injected with a "violent" drug
that could have killed them.
The discovery did not rule
one way or the other for suicide
or for murder, police said.
Police did say they were concerned that although many of
the bodies discovered in the
farmhouse also had bullet
wounds, no gun had been found.
Police assert that it must
have taken more than one person to shoot so many people.
Some of the bodies found in
the farmhouse had their hands

bound and plastic bags tied
around their heads.
Police said earlier that the 25
other bodies found in three ski
chalets in Valais, about 45 miles
from the farmhouse, showed no
signs of violence and appeared
to "have been put to sleep."
Meanwhile, Canadian police
discovered at least two more
bodies Thursday in a house
owned by Jouret north of
Montreal. Two bodies had been
found earlier at the house,
which was destroyed in an
arson fire Tuesday by remote
control in the same manner as
the fires at the Cheiry farmhouse and Valais chalets.
Documents showed that
many cult members were entangled in a dispute with leaders
over money. Swiss television
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Bloody rampage in Paris

speculated that Jouret and
another cult leader, Joseph di
Mambro, made the deaths look
like a mass suicide to quash
revolt.
Authorities had found the
cars of three cult members who
were at the farm and who left a
little before the drama, but
would not say it the drivers
were among those detained for
questioning. Police were still
searching for several people in
connection with the deaths.
Bernard Geiger, police chief in
Valais canton, said he did not
believe all the cult members
wanted to die.
"I see this more as a collective murder. I formally exclude
collective suicide decided by all
- that idea’s pure cinema,"
he said.

PARIS (AP) - In one of the
bloodiest episodes in recent
Paris history, a young couple
tear-gassed two policemen,
stole their guns and set off a
wild car-chase, killing three
officers and a taxi driver
before being captured.
The slayings late Tuesday
stunned a nation where only
two other police officers had
been killed in action all year,
and prompted calls for
restoration of the death
penalty.
Three officers and two
civilian passers-by were also
injured.
The rampage began at 9:25
p.m. Tuesday when a masked
couple scaled a fence at a car
pound, sprayed tear gas at

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no claim for product:sof
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified oaken= of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid adverthiing
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.

VOLUNTEERS

ASST. MGR. ON SITE RESIDENT
for 9 unit apts. 1. blk from campus. $100 off rent on clean 8,
quiet 3 bdrm, 2 bath unit. No rent
collection or maint. 289-1535.
PE TEACHER small private whool.
3 !’i’s/wk- $10/hr. Work w/grades
1-5. Program is noncompetitive.
fair play, skills development, age
appropriate team sports. Ph: Ruth
Kaplan, 377-1595,
HEALTH CLUB EVALUATOR
P/T - Visit local health clubs.
Write detailed report. Fee paid +
reimbursement of expenses.
Call 800-777-6699. Leave name
& address.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
Full-time / Part-time
Apply: Mon. Fri., 8am. - 5pm.
555D Mehdian Ave. San Jose
(408) 286-5880

WANTED MANAGERS for the
mens basketball 1994-95
season. We need you to start on
Oct 1.5. If you are interested
please contact Coach Keith Moss
GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
at 924-1221.
America’s largest dinner delivery
service. We deliver dinners from
BE A FRIEND!
restaurants like Chilis, TGI Fridays,
Caring and friendly volunteers
& Marie Callenders to homes &
needed to help individuals
businesses. Many SJSU students
with mental illness become
have enjoyed our flexible & friendly
independent! Flexible hours!
work environment. You can toa Ckr
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
poatons are pet tine h the evenrgs
Cal this reified secat. 369-9401.
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Mobile Watter/1Valtress: Deliver
from the resterant to the customer’s
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132. home or business. Earn $9412/hr
hour. You must be at least 18, have
you own car, ins. & rornaettEn one
ding on your DMV. Posititons in the
Civertio/Carnprzel ass or South Sal
65 VW CAMPER new engine, Jose. Cash tips nightly!!! 369.9401.
avow, fridge. Paid, &sets, linoleum.
SALES SPORTS
No smog needed, goes anywhere.
FUN PART TIME JOB
1-1200/offer. 408927-7147.
Helping USA. Amateur Athletes
with training opportunities to
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4
prepare for International &
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & SiNer w/
hopefully. Olympic competitions
dk red interior. Excellent condition.
5-9 Mon-Fh + 10-2 Sat
$6,800. Gene: 2653994.
EARN $6.00 $12.00hr
Manager 18+ w/ car
EARN $600 TO $900 MO.
SCOTT (408) 982.9601.
MUSIC APPRECIATION SILIDENTS
Textbook publisher seeks feed- COSMETICS
back from former or current music Need idvividluals with great people
appreciation students. Complete skills to manage and promote
a questionnaire and receive $20.1 newly released international beauty
Call Rebecca at 415-637-7576 by line. 1408)986.2030.
October 12.
MARKETING PROMOTONS Does
earning over $10k/mo appeal to
MAINTENANCE ASST.
you? Need indiv. to manage & pro15-20 hours; some carpentry
mote sales for int’l mktt co. Travel
and plumbing skills.
optional. Training. 408-988-1714.
Appty 3rd floor Student Union.

AUTO FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOB!
Join Sficon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect the Valley’s
failing ground water. Committed
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
fundraising/community organizing.
ENJOY MMHG MN CHIWRIEN? Make a difference while making a
Small World Schools is currently Irving. 2887882. EOE.
hiring for F/T & PfT positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of ACCOUNTING. I used to be an
shifts available in San Jose, Bel- accountant earning $30k a year.
mont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also After switching careers, I’ve earned
hiring for substitutes - flexible over $10k my first month working
scheduling does not interfere with for a marketing & promotions canschool obligations. Prefer 12 ECE peny. lookrig fa positive hdividuals
or 6 ECE completed + current to do the same. 4089848031.
ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits & an abundance of
growth opportunities! Please call
408.257-7326 to whedule interview.
MOUNTAIN MIKES PIZZA
Delivery driver & kitchen help.
Earn up to $8.00 per hour in
wages, tips & commission. Apply
in person, 2011 Naglee Ave. Si.

EARN MONEY while you do your
homework. BURNS INTL SECURITY.
Openings, All Shifts: P/T & F/T.
Call 729-6168 for appointment.
HEALTH CWBCOUNTERPERSON
P/T Everrgs & Weekerds Rex haus
WANTED: Self-motivated, outgoing team player. Will train.
APPLY: Mon. - Fri. 10am - 4pm.
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. View.
RKEnNG
Environmental/fikarition Co. seeking
outgoing individuals with outstanding leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
train. Telecommunication positions
also available reselling surplus
digital long distance service of top
long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
train. Call Mark 408733-3933.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
5150.-5225. weekly, working
17-25 Ilex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.
EN1IIRONMIENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:310:00 for fundraising/organIzIng.
Make a difference while making a
’lying. 2887882. 10E.
PART TIME
VALETS FULL
Flexible hours. Apply in person at
2752 DeLaCruz Blvd. Santa Clara
Park & SWAPO.

5

two policemen on duty, and
made off with their pistols.
The couple commandeered
a taxi, taking the driver and a
passenger hostage. About 10
minutes into the journey, the
driver deliberately steered
his taxi into a police car with
three officers inside.
Two of the officers got out
of their car, and both were
fatally wounded as the couple opened fire, police said.
The driver was executed by
the young woman at point
black range, witnesses said.
The couple next hijacked a
sedan, taking the driver
hostage. By this time, they
were the object of an all-out
search, and soon were overtaken by police.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

ROOM 1/2 BLOCK FROM SJSU,
near attn. N/S, prefer responsible
male student. No pets. $285 +.
297-7679.

MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini -Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% dtSCOunt. First spot.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
1994, Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell . (408)379-3500.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrrn/2 ba. $745-5798/ ma
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Security type
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
Ample parking. We take advance
deposits. Call 288.9157.
P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Available. Broad Academic
background in Social Science.
Proficient on Mac. General
knowledge of library databases
and bibliography materials.
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
MARKETING ASST. Direct mai
general office, computers, good Research/ErfitIng/Proofreading Excellent References. Call:
Write Now, 1408i 738-0436.
(415) 327-4609.
with details. $7.15/ hour. 15-20
hr/wk. Call 243-9173,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
ENTERTAINMENT
now accepting students wishing
97.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
REVEAL YOUR PERSONAUTY
Beginning, Intermediate. and
Full-time or Part-time
Advanced welcome. All styles or Significant Other’s. To receive 2
including: Rock, Jazz, Blues,
page analysis, send handwritten
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Funk, Reggae, Fusion, and paragraph w/ signature, + $10.00
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Folk. Call 408-298-6124.
and s.a.s.e. to: Crystal. P.O. Box
7197A, San Jose, CA 95150.
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
AFFORDABLE
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
LEGAL CLINIC
Apply. Mon. - Fri. Barn - 5pm.
Attorneys & Paralegals
HEALTH/ BEAUTY
Immgration &Traffic Problems
Vanguard Security Services
Divorce & Bankruptcy
ENHANCE YOUR PIERFORMANCE
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Personal Injury
Near 101 at San Tomas Expressway.
Are you tired of neck pain.
All Legal Matters
headaches and low back pain
from long hours of studying?
(408) 286-8087
Come see Or, Galla for a
WRITING ASSISTANCE any Free Spinal Exam. 408-998-4480
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS subject. Why suffer and get poor Bascom / 280.
easy going M/F Non-smoker to grades when help is just a call
share 2 bdrrn 1 bath in quiet Wil- away? Harvard Ph.D. (former ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
low Glen, near It. rail. $350./mo. college teacher) assists with Break out of the prison of pain.
research & writing. Tutorial also Free yourself to once again do the
265-8553.
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential. things you have always enjoyed.
REMODELED VICTORIAN, Art Convenient Peninsula location. Feel better emotionally & physically.
Deco. Close to SJSU. very Dissertation/thesis specialist. Quick and affordable, drugless
nice. $350 mo. Plus deposit. Samples & references available. pain relief. Call 1408) 3744960
Chinese & other langs. spoken. Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
M/F, N/S. 298-9429.
Foreigners welcome! Call today booklet on chronic pain.
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
ELECTROLYSE CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
1 BEDROOM 1 BATH AK. $425/mo WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Your own probe or disposable.
+ 425/dep. 1111 S. 10th St. Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Near S. Campus. 258-8543.
247-7486.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.
2 Bedroom Apailawrit $750/mo.
50% DISCOUNT
Security type building
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Student Voice Mall $7. Month.
Secure Parking
No more missed messages!
Enhance your natural beauty!
Close In
Rent your own private, passwordEye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Modem Building
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994
protected voice mail box
Free Basic Cable service
408378-3500
(3 month minimum). Pager
Laundry Room
notification and group boxes
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
available. Call today for free
(408) 295-6893.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
recorded message. 24 hour
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. access. 408-261-9880.
in landmark bldg. HL.ge windows.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
miniblinds, new appliances
JNSURANCE
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
AUTO INSURANCE
Student Discounts.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
Campus Insurance Service
gated covered parking, laundry Big.0-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Special Student Programs
Real, Santa Clara.
room.Great views! 1 blk from
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Mon- Fri: 810 5:30. Sat: 9 104.
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
261-4430.
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
297-4705.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
WRITING HELP. Professional
2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off editing, rewriting, proofing. ghost- "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
campus. Includes water, garbage writing. Letters, reports, books,
FREE QUOTE
& cable TV. Laundry and parking essays, theses, articles. etc. For
NO HASSLE
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep. more info please call Dave Bolick,
NO OBLIGATION
No last month. Ask about $200 510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
movein bonus! Call 295-5256.

SERVICES

ROOMMATES

RENTAL HOUSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURVICE BROKERAGE
Auto. Jet Ski. Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lc?
Call me, (Don) 408247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drivers
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver CNscount: 20%
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408)267-6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first.
OR
Save Time & Money
and Call Us Now!
408-248.6644 ask for Randy,
or page 408951-8003 anytime!
Can’t get away? I’ll go to you!
TRAVEL
HITCH THE SKIES!!
Europe- $249.
Hawaii / Chicago $129.
Call For Pee Program Descnpfion
AIRHITCHfi
1.800397-1098
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
Lowest Air Fares Available
Call for Quotes
We Deliver
Western Union Money Transfer
United Express Travel Agency
14081279.2101

CALL ANNA AT 972-4992
for dependable, professonai
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects, etc. Transcription.
Free spelling and grammatical
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One-day turnaround
on most work. 8am to 7pm.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers. group
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, Quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
HATE TO TYPE!"""
I
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie -445.0707.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

LIOMODEEIDEOCIEIECOMOOODDLICODIE1111
DOODOECOODEMEIDOCI-OODOE7111EFFIE
DOMEDOODOMEJECOODOCEIMOOODODE
DEJOMOCIECIDOODO7EOMOOPP-CiL11770=
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Ono
Two Throe
Days
Me
Dies
3 lines
$9
$5
$7
lines
$10
$6
$8
$11
5 Ilnire
$7
$9
$12
$10
She..
$8
$1 for each additional line

Pee
Mee

$11
$12

$13
$14

Five more.
DIES
$13 Lov &Slain

$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rata Inarammort by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Please check

/

one classification:
Zp000.,

Phone

Send check a money order io:
Spartan Daily dassiflods
Son Joao State University
San Jame CA 95192.0149
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication
No refunds on cancelled ads
All ads are prepaid
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
OUBSTIONSt CALL 14010 9944277

_campus Cube _Rental Hoi.ishp
Greek Messagee_Roommates
Events.
Real Estate
_Announcements* _Serixces
Lost and Found** _Health/Beauty
_Ride Share.
_Volunteers*
_For Sale‘
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale. _Entertainment.
_Travel
__WElecantrteeonics
_Tutohng
_Word Processi-J
_Employment
_Opportunities
_Scholarships

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

11;
H

WORD PROCESSING

/ AGENCY RATES CALL
.FOR ..ATIONAL
N

Nemo

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING
Professional Word Processing! Turabian. Cnicago. etc.
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Resumes, cover letters. term
Gag) Projects, Resumes, Letters.
Paciers.theses, and much more.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1. Word and FrameMaker - can
HP Laser IL All formats, specializing
(kn. conve, &
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and I .-atior
.ri :5.
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteea’
Wary free, dependable, and promo,
s,, meet
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Ci+
PAM 247 2681 18am-80mi. Plus a -opus. Jao,, -.
Save Additional 10% Per Referral! available C
E
Wallace at 408 2 HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CRY
Wordprocessing and typing;
SCHOLARSHIPS
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA. and Turabian formats; ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
,
cu Quick & Speedy turnaround; Learn how to
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me grants and scnoiarsnips on
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. your own or by using a low
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504. cost matching service. Call
1-900-443-1145 Ext. X 153. Cost
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. $1.95 per minute ’5 minute call.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+ Must be 18 or older. Infoservice.
"Term papers Group projects Los Angeles, CA.
Thesis "Letters "Applications
Resirnes *Tape transchption. etc.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
horsing/Math/Science/English. Money is waiting for you right now
Laser printer. Days & evenings. from Private Scholarships. Grants
arid Fellowships. No Financial
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5668.
Need and No GPA minimum.
For FREE literature and
EMS PROFESSIONAL &parlance.
application package.
Typing & transcription for AL, your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
CALL NOW! 408-292-2400
leave name, address. phone.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction SS BILLIONS available for your
guaranteed. Tutoring available education., all students qualify!
in some subjects. Contact Candi Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
at (408) 369-8614.

.) ,i
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answers will appear in the next issue.

ACROSS
1
6
10
14

Chocolate candy
Scratch
Verve
Hunter
constellation
15 Loaded with
calories
16 Japanese
wrestling
17 Flower
18 Big Fool’s
cousin
19 Popular seafood
20 Rodeo gear
22 Certify
24 Fond du -, Wis
26 Modernize
27 Supper fare
32 Dairy animal
33 Book of maps
34 Frog’s voice
36 Hit slang
39 Rip
40 Postage sticker
41 Cornbread
42 Possesses
43 Dishes
44 Gown
45 Philosopher
- -tse
46 Indian tribe
48 Sunshade
52 Tavern order
53 Sweet-smelling
55 Miss Piggy’s
friend
60 Clock
61 - the Terrible
63 Relinquish a
claim
64 Earl Grey and
Darjeeling
65 Fictional
detective Wolfe
66 Choreographer
De Mule
67"- Life Strange.’
(Moody Blues
song)

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
0114MUM UM= MUOM
ROM@ BOUM ORM
011111;1140 kilffliniAll_1111131E1
111111301:1111;1=M=1:1
RICIDEI IR=
(110121611A0
Eili11111201C1
PICIPIEM MUNIUM Dag
UMW@ MAURO DOM
WO OCIE11110 0111111161
01:011241!10101
MINE=
IBElla IllfilIlIl
INCIOIRII:1140014121:11MI
MOM@ OMMO MECUM
UMMO BINNU !DRUMM
elfillag)
D CI (21 (2EI T ED
i) ’., 44
C ’’,19. ,,,,e,, Feat..,.? Sv,..e
68 Degree holder
69 Beer ingredient

DOWN

1 Young horse
2 - Maior
3 Morse Code
signals
4 Leaves
5 Registers
6 Weep
7 Claim on
property
8 Leading man
9 Wave
10 Property held
in custody
11 Sensational
12 Astonish
13 - Peace Prize
21 -- Paulo. Brazil
23 Oh a rampage
25 Desert plants
27 Cream potatoes
28 Sicilian volcano
:‘rf Oh my,
i, Pri 7e ticket

31
35
36
37
38

French coin
Nebraska city
Volume
A single time
Snub-nosed
dog
40 Filming
41 Expert
43 House Sp
44 California road
45 Weakest, as ar
excuse
47 Large -antlered
animal
48 Singer LaBelle
49 Zodiac sign
50 Type of candle
51 Iron -rich meat
54 Singer Irene 56 Fury
57 Gin in -Dracula’
58 Currier and 59 Quiz
62 Doze
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Award
Froin page I
the (Golden Key) Society," said
Annette Nellen, associate professor of accounting and the
SJS1’ Chapter advisor.
The Golden Key Society.
which is open by invitation
only to juniors and seniors
with a 3.3 or higher overall
CPA. is involved in the Best of
America
and
Junior
Achievement programs.
"These programs are aimed
at elementary school kids to
promote staying in school and
keeping away from drugs and
alcohol." Nellen said.
The Junior Achievement program attempts to teach elementary school kids about the
importance of staying in school
by talking about business and
working skills that are required
to be in the work force.
"We usually start with the
fifth grade kids because they’re
at the age when we can make
them realize about business,"
Nellen said. "They’re at the age
when they have been into
stores to buy things and we
can tell them that it takes certain skills to work there."
The nationwide Best of
America program is the Golden
Key Society’s anti-drug program.
"The Best of America program is similar to the Big
Brothers-Big Sisters program."
said Kali Boatright, director of
public affairs for the Golden
Key National Honor Society.
"We want our members to be
role models for the kids to keep
them off drugs."

Quali
From page 1
tog."
There’s a reason why SJSU
students aren’t enrolled in the
Total Quality Management certificate program. At $195 a unit,
cost is the biggest problem for
students, unlike companies
who pay for employees’ tuition.
"Students
should come
’MSC
free. What a
great service
doesn’t
even have to our society for peoan under- ple to leave
this campus
graduate
knowing all
degree in of
this stuff,"
TQM. It’s
Elliot said.
mentioned "Industries
are not going
in one
to foot the
bill for the
course
of
that’s the education
Individuals
disparity.’ forever."
Many
Dr Elizabeth universities
Perrin across the
TQM associate nation have
director incorporated TQM programs in their curriculum.
University of California, Santa
Cruz has introduced TQM
throughout the entire university system. The University of
Chicago offers a doctorate
degree in TQM and Fordham
University has a master’s program in total quality management, Perrin said.
"SJSU doesn’t even have an
undergraduate degree in TQM.
It’s mentioned in one course
that’s the disparity," Perrin said
But TQM’s professors make it
all worthwhile, according to
Elliot.
"I think this is the best
assemblage of knowledgeable
people that I’ve ever seen. It’s
an extraordinary faculty," Elliot
said.
The United States virtually
ignored Deming’s ideas of total
quality management in the
1950s. But countries like Japan.
Germany and Italy have been
utilizing TQM in their corporate
sector long before the United
States and these countries
teach TQM in elementary
school, according to Elliot.
"The question Is not, ’are we
going to be a second-rate country?,’ but ’are we going to manage to hold onto fourth place?’
That’s the real question," Elliot
said.

San Jose State tnlst’rgltv
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Vote: Younger voters feel left behind by political campaigns
Fro-i page 1
son younger people are less
likely to vote is because they
are not settled.
"Traditionally
(this
age
group)
is
more mobile,"
Christensen said. "Because they
move around a lot they are least
likely to register."
"At that point in their lives,
they are too busy doing other
things," Gerston said. "Their
social lives are at a different
point."
Beyond mobility as a reason,
Christensen and Gerston point
to a general lack of poli-

tical knowledge or understanding..
"There is a lack of knowing
what is going on politically,"
Gerston said. "They haven’t
applied (the political process)
to their own lives."
Christensen said younger
people haven’t made connections to politics.
"If you haven’t paid taxes, you
may not see how taxes affect
you," he said. "As people get
older, they see how things matter to them."
Gerston called this a lack
of political association and

ested in politics long enough
to commit to parties or candidates. He added that campaigns
do not talk about issues of interest to younger voters.
"Campaigns don’t
target
younger voters because they
are hard to find," Christensen
said. "They target the most regular voters. As a result, younger
voters are getting fewer stimuli
to vote."
If younger people are not
voting, their concerns are
Ignored by candidates. Christensen said.
"What’s happening to higher

said television has played a
role.
"Television impacts 18- to 24year-olds," he said. "Older people grew up gaining their knowledge from other sources like the
newspaper, which has better
content."
Gerston said the information
these young voters get from
television is skeletal.
"They do not feel comfortable
with what they know and will
feel less inclined to participate,"
he said.
Christensen said young people also have not been inter-

education is an example,"
he said.
This semester has seen
a big effort at SJSU to register students to vote. Political
science classes and the California Faculty Association have
been registering people in
classes.
Even SJSU President J. Handel
Evans was out registering voters Tuesday afternoon.
"All anybody can do is talk
to younger people and get
them to see how the election
matters to them," Christensen
said.

Author: Tan speaks out on influences, American culture
From page 1
before the Communists seized
control of Shanghai. She was
forced to leave behind three
daughters from a previous marriage.
Tan’s mother, Daisy Tan, who
has been featured largely in her
books, especially "The Kitchen
God’s
Wife,"
has shared
tragedies with her daughter.
"My husband died of a brain
tumor when Amy was just 14,"
she said.
In the same year, her son,
Amy Tan’s brother, also died of
a brain tumor.
Following this double tragedy,
Tan and her mother moved to
Montreux, Switzerland, where
Tan graduated from high
school.
Tan received a bachelor’s
degree from SJSU in 1973 with a
double major in English and linguistics, as well as a master’s in
linguistics in 1974.
"I think I got a pretty good
education," Tan said. "I did OK
for myself."
Tan pursued a career as a language development consultant
for programs serving developmentally disabled children. In
1983, she became a freelance
business writer for various companies, including IBM, AT&T
and Apple computers.
But she insists she always
had her imagination, which
often got her into trouble.
"I was caught writing notes in
my high school classes," Tan
said. "I had made up outrageous
adventures where I had a
boyfriend and we had taken off
to Berkeley. When they called
my mother she told them ’My
daughter has a very wild imagination.’"
Growing up, Tan said her
dreams of becoming a writer

’I dreamed of becoming an All-American
girl. I never imagined becoming a writer.’

"The Kitchen God’s Wife," a
trend he had noticed with other
writers.
"if I thought I was on a downhill trend. I would kill myself."
Tan said.
San Jose was the last stop on
a 13-city tour that took Tan, her
husband and her mother to
such places as Honolulu and
New York City.
At a reception after the
speech. Tan’s mother sat quietly watching her daughter as a
throng of people flocked around
her for a book signing.
Then Tan clutched the hand

Ana), Ian, novelist
were inhibited by what she
thought her options were as a
Chinese-American woman living
in a white society.
"I dreamed of becoming an
All-American girl," Tan said. "I
never imagined becoming a
writer. I didn’t think it was a
choice for a Chinese-American."
Tan began to be interested in
fiction writing when she began
suffering from job burnout after
working 90-hour weeks.
"I decided to do something
for myself. I wanted to learn
about my mother and her immigrant past," she said.
The result, "The Joy Luck
Club," published in 1989, was
on the New York Times hardcover bestseller list for 77
weeks. It tells the story of five
Chinese-American women and
their mothers.
"It (The Joy Luck Club) was a
wonderful book," said Lela
Llorens, an SJSU employee who
listened to Tan’s speech. "It
gave me a glimpse of a world I
knew nothing about."
Audience members had much
to say about Tan and her
speech.
"It is exciting that she is an
SJSU student and gone so far
with her life," said Charleen
Delfino, an English coordinator
for East Side High School
District.
Delfino said the teachers she
comes into contact with use
Tan’s books in their classes.
"The students can identify
with many of the issues the
books bring out," she said.
Tan devoted much of her
speech to talking about literature written by minorities.

"I feel American literature
should be more democratic
than the color of your skin or
whether rice or potatoes are
served at your fictional table,"
she said.
Tan said she feared her books
were contributing to dangerous
changes in how people view literature.
"Teachers are treating literature like cans of soup on a
shelf," she said. "If the book is
labeled ethnic it must contain
specific ingredients, such as
wholesome characters and
slices of cultural life."
Tan also said that as a minority writer, people did not treat
her books the same way as
other works of literature.
"If you are a minority, your
work may more likely be read as
a study on sociology or culture
rather than literature," she said.
Members of the audience
were allowed to ask Tan questions after her speech. One
man, after praising "The Joy
Luck Club," told Tan he was disappointed in her second book,

of Dr. Franklin Rogers, a professor she had at SJSU, waved,
flashed a smile, and was gone
with her mother and husband
into the night.
But for her fans, her presence
will linger for a long time.
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1-900-562-1900 ext.

Kiely Blvd.

El Camino Real.

261 6900

245 4501

PER MONTH IN PROFITS
NEW MARKETING BUSINESS
ENROLLMENT LIMITED

CALL RICK NOW!
18002835790
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COME RAISE A JAR AT PADDY’S
DOWNTOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB

s
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LIVE BANDS

a Tonight
’ WAY OUTS

4 Saturday-IRISH NIGHT
SHANACHIE
4 Bands start at 9:30pm

41016
Happy Hour: Mon-Fri 4-7pm

vovn-4
/ma Pei

31 E. Santa Clara Street. Downtown San Jose 293-1118
Between 1st and 2nd Street
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$6500.00
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We know the future!

Times wry by locaban In the ber only Must be 21

266 6602

s

S1 49/min.wvg. WO of call 3 mins. III or Mix
Touch Time Phone Required TeleSertice USA.
Hagersiown, MD 301-797-2313
RAJ out what happens ioday m catch if
you mined your favorite wwp.
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Blossom Hill Rd
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